Evidence for high-frequency allele loss at the aprt locus in TK6 human lymphoblasts.
The aprt locus in TK6 human lymphoblasts has been previously shown to have an unusual mutation frequency (5 x 10(-8) and a gene dosage of 2. Measurements of mutation rate (1.2 x 10(-9)) reported here, confirm the mutation-frequency observations. These results are not easily accommodated by models of the gene as functionally homozygous or heterozygous. Characterization of all exon and intron sequences identified no polymorphism which could distinguish two heterozygous aprt alleles. Furthermore, autoradiographs of 16 spontaneous APRT- mutants demonstrate a variety of unique sequences. If aprt were heterozygous, wild-type sequence from the alternate allele would be observed at positions where mutations have occurred. These observations cannot be explained by conventional loss of heterozygosity in which the same mutated allele would be repeatedly recovered. We therefore propose that aprt is a functionally homozygous locus. APRT- mutants may arise by conventional mutation of one allele, and high-frequency loss or conversion of the alternate allele.